
 

 

 

 

English 

This half term we have been 

reading Anglo Saxon Boy, we 

have looked at the different 

characters to form an opinion about 

the characters, created a job 

advert for a House carl. We have 

looked at Roman legends and 

studied the characters thoughts and feeling through 

hot seating in preparation for writing our own newspaper article. We 

produced some fantastic work! 

 

Maths 

In maths we have be looking at 

converting time from analogue to 

digital, we made our own clocks 

showing the 5-minute intervals. We 

solved problems using money and 

created our own fireflies shop, which 

was great fun!  We have also been 

working hard on perfecting our 

times tables, by playing mental 

maths games, such as 

multiplication snakes and ladders 

and the class favourite 

multiplication bingo. We took advantage of 

the nice weather and on occasion took our maths outside! 
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Science 

This half term we have been looking at forces, we 

have talked about the effects of air resistance, 

gravity and water resistance. We found out about 

Sir Isaac Newton and watched some really 

fascinating videos! We made parachutes 

considering what material and shape would work 

best and then took them outside to test them out. 

The boys really enjoyed 

making boats using various 

materials and testing them 

out to see who’s boat 

travelled the furthest. 

             

Thrive 

In thrive this term we have created some roman 

shields and swords, we took them out to the cage 

area and had a mini battle of our own, it was great 

fun! We each made something with playdough that we 

thought a special friend might like, the boys had to 

think about what there chosen friend might like, and 

create it with scented play dough. Recently we have 

been busy making crafts for the queen’s jubilee, we 

have made some union jack flags, crown jewels and 

some sun catchers. 

 

                 

 

 



PSHRE 

In PSHRE we have been discussing keeping our 

feelings, mind and body healthy, we have had some 

good discussions, and acted out some scenarios to 

resolve conflicts. we have held discussions on ways to 

keep our head heart and muscles healthy, and talked 

about good and bad sleep routines. 

         

 

 

Forest 

Our Forest afternoon have still proved to 

be a firm favourite this term, the boys love free play when outdoors, 

some have been busy building their own little den, 

whist others are role playing and building firm 

friendships. During one of our 

sessions we bought the forest 

indoors and created a rainforest 

in a jar, which we keep on our 

window to 

see how it 

grows over the school term.  

   


